
President Evil
Number of players: 3-4

Play time: 5-20 minutes

Content

13 vitality cards(values from 1 to 13)
10 attack cards (values from 1 to 10)
6 Special cards

•3 steal a card
•1 swap evil level 
•1 A-bomb card
•1 double evil card

4 evil level cards (values from 0 to 3)

1 die (2 one faces, 2 two faces, 1 four face, 1 skip turn 
face)

100 tokens (70 coins, 30 vitality)

The game:
Objective:
The aim is to become the most evil President by killing the other Presidents.

Deal:
The game is played in turns clockwise. One evil level card (face up), two vitality cards 
and two weapon cards (attack or special) are dealt to each player. Two decks are formed 
with the remaining cards face down: a vitality deck and a weapon deck.

Play:
The player that rolls the highest number starts. The player firstly rolls the die and 
gets as many coins as the number indicated by the die. After that the player can either 
buy a card from any of the available decks, perform an action against another President 
or pass the turn. In case of rolling skip turn, the player will not get any resources and 
will pass the turn. All the cards which are played will be discarded. 

Performing action:
The actions performed is meant to provide damage to other presidents. This can be done by 
playing an attack of as many damage point as indicated by the card or by playing an A-
bomb card. An A-bomb will provide damage to all the other presidents and will provide a 
ten point damage.

The President who receives the attack will lose as many vitality points as those 
indicated by the attack card. The player will have to lead as many vitality cards as 
necessary to cover the value of the card. If the player’s vitality after the attack is 
less than zero then the player will die. If the vitality card used to cover the attack is 
higher than the damage then the remaining vitality points will not be lost by the 
President and the cards will stay uncovered.

Special actions:
Alternatively, the President can take a card from another President by playing Steal a 
card.

Evil actions:
There are two types of evil actions: one which aims to provide more damage when combined 
with an attack card, and one which allows the President to swap his evil level card with 
another President. The first type of evil action can come from the Evil x2 card, which 
doubles the damage of an attack, or by adding to the attack the evilness of the President 
indicated by his evil level card.

Death of a President
When the vitality of a President is less than zero then the President dies. If the evil 
level card of the killer President is lower than the evil level card of the dead 
President, then the killer President will take the dead president’s coins. Otherwise the 
dead president’s coins will go back to Switzerland. The killer President will gain the 
evil level card of the dead President. The weapons of the dead President will go to the 
bottom of the weapon deck.



End of vitality and weapon decks:
Once the two deck are finished, all the played cards will form a unique deck which will 
be shuffled and provided to the Presidents.

Costs:
Getting a card from the deck or performing an action will cost a certain amount of coins 
to the President, as shown in the following table. 

BuyBuy AttackAttack EvilEvil

Buy a card from the vitality deck 2 Use an attack card 3 Use double evil 
card

7

Buy a card from the weapons deck 2 Use a steal card card 5

Use double evil 
card

7

Buy a card from the left overs deck 3 Use swap evil level 7 Increase your 
attack by your 
evil level

1

Use an A-bomb 9

Increase your 
attack by your 
evil level

1


